Who are the Hayhoe Webb Partnership?
Established in 2009 By Paul Hayhoe FMAAT and ALAN Webb BSC FCA.
Alan has recently retired
Paul trained and worked as a pub manager for a major brewery in London, and then ran a
successful relief management business in the Yorkshire Dales. Together with his wife,
Elizabeth, they went on to built up a prosperous small family hotel in Scotland over 14 years.
Paul and Elizabeth have hospitality industry qualifications which include the Royal
Environmental Health Institute's Intermediate Food Hygiene Certificate, Paul also holds
qualifications in management consultancy and training.
Paul qualified as an Accounting Technician (AAT) in 2005 and as a Licensed Member in
Practice, his work is regulated on an annual basis through the AAT. Paul is also a senior
Fellow of The Association of Accounting Technicians.
Paul is a hospitality industry insider with hands-on experience of the challenges and joys of
running a hospitality business. He's also very much a people person who pulls out all the stops
to ensure his clients' success.
Elizabeth. Is equally qualified by experience within the hospitality industry being the other half
of the hotel management team. Elizabeth became a partner in 2020, her primary responsibility
is managing the firm’s bookkeeping portfolio.
Alan Webb. Although Alan retired as a partner in 2021 he retains a keen interest in the
business and undertakes some consultancy work.
What do we do?
We offer a range of accountancy, bookkeeping, taxation and business development solutions
primarily to hospitality and tourism businesses. However we are very happy to discuss the
needs of all business local to the Coldingham area.
We do not charge for an initial consultation and obviously treat any conversations with
complete confidentiality.
Away from the office
We have both travelled extensively in Asia, Africa, Europe, central America, and of course
Scotland.
Since moving to Coldingham we have both taken on voluntary positions within the community
which we enjoy greatly. Elizabeth particularly has a passion for all things books and helps out
at the community book shop on a regular basis.
Paul is a glider pilot currently flying from Milfield airfield in Northumberland.
Contact us
By e mail or phone paul@thehayhoewebbpartnership.co.uk Tel 07802 771 137 or via our
office in Haddington 0620 826 060.

